Smoke Detectors

This is a repeat article because I am still getting calls about changing them out.
Someone had called and asked me about changing out the smoke detectors in his home as he
heard the lifespan for them was about 10 years. He also wanted to know if he should just buy the
stand alone ones that are battery powered only. This to replace his original hard wired ones.
First, 10 years is what is touted as a smoke alarms useful life span, the U.S. Fire Administration
(USFA) says most smoke alarms have a life span of
eight to 10 years, so the answer to that question is yes,
replace them. Even if they seem to be working now,
their sensitivity has degraded and they may fail in the
near future. As to the type, I recommend the hard wired
ones that we have now, although they could be a
different brand. The difference in price is about
$2.00/unit and most of us only need 4 to 6 units so the money shouldn’t be an issue. The stand
alone units will alarm if there is a fire/smoke near it but will not set off the other alarms in the
house. So if the attic unit alarms and you are sleeping in the bedroom you may not hear it. Since
we already have the wiring, why not use it. The hard wired ones do two things the stand alone
ones can’t. The hardwired units use your house electricity as the primary source of power and the
9 volt batteries as back-up. The hard wired ones will set off all the units in your house if any one
of the units detects fire/smoke so if you are home you will definitely hear the alarm and have
time to get out. Best I can tell the wiring is universal but the plug and pigtails may be different.
The ones on this site - http://www.firstalertstore.com/store/products/sa9120bcn-120vachardwired-smoke-alarm-with-battery-backup.htm from First Alert seem to be the same and are

the ones I am going to buy. They have a real nice feature where you just open a door on the side
of the unit to change the battery instead of pulling the unit down and struggling to get it back up
again. If you are handy you could do it yourself or hire a handyman or electrician. Make sure
you locate all the units so you know how many to buy and replace. Costco has a different brand
but work just as well. The same life span is also what is recommended for your Carbon
Monoxide detectors, so you may want to think about replacing them also. I also get calls that the
smoke alarms are beeping but they can't find the one that is going off even though they changed
all the batteries. In that case, look for your carbon monoxide detector as that is probably the
culprit.
This and other articles at http://www.bellboatbob.com/fairwaysmaintenance.htm

